**ADVANCE WEBINAR SERIES**

The ADVANCE Programme is an Innovative and Focused Learning Programme for Future Advanced Therapies’ Developers

By establishing an innovative and focused learning programme, ADVANCE aims at establishing a strategic partnership between key players from education, research and industry that contribute to innovation of ATMPs to jointly develop curricula for early career biomedical professionals.

**Career Tracks in ATMPs**  
November 25, 12:30 - 2:00 PM CET  
- Panel discussion* hosted by David Morrow (EATRIS)  
*see registration link for full list of speakers  
[REGISTER HERE]

**ATMP Manufacturing**  
November 29, 2:00 - 3:00 PM CET  
- Dr. ir. Jan Schrooten (Antleron)  
  Prof. Dr. Rik Gijsbers (KU Leuven)  
[REGISTER HERE]

**Support for Academic and Non-Profit ATMP Developers**  
December 1, 12:00 - 13:00 PM CET  
- Patrick Celis (EMA)  
[REGISTER HERE]

**ATMP Market Access**  
December 20, 9:30 - 10:30 AM CET  
- Prof. Dr. Isabelle Huys (KU Leuven)  
  Francis Arickx (NIHDI RIZIV)  
[REGISTER HERE]

Follow us on social media and never miss an event

This project receives funding from the European Union’s Erasmus Plus programme under grant agreement 2019-1-NL01-KA203-060286.